10 INEXPENSIVE CURB APPEAL TIPS TO
ATTRACT MORE BUYERS & MORE OFFERS
1) Have An Inviting Front Entrance
When your potential buyer is standing at your front door waiting while
the agent is accessing the home or ringing the doorbell, there is
plenty of time to assess your front entry and how clean and
welcoming it is.
Is it inviting? Clean? Place some plants, flowers or decorations on your
front entry. Have a nice mat at the door. Consider chairs or a bench.
Do a quick search for “Front Door Entry Decorations And Plants”
images. You’ll find many ideas to help you in making your front entry
as inviting and welcoming as possible.

2) Clean Or Paint Your Front Door
The potential buyer is standing at your front door waiting and has time to
assess the door and entry.
I’ve had several buyers tell me they make a quick judgment on the
house by the front door. Clean the door.
If needed restain or repaint it. Put some attention on your front door.
It makes a BIG DIFFERENCE.

3) Update Porch & Garage Door Lights
Having bright, shiny new outdoor lights illuminating your exterior
makes your home POP.
You can find new ones fairly inexpensive…or at the very least clean
and brighten them. Wash the glass so they sparkle!

4) Clean Or Get A New Mailbox
A sharp, attractive mailbox upon approaching a home makes an
aesthetic statement.
Clean it/paint or stain it…or consider purchasing a new one.
Look online…you can find very inexpensive ones through resellers.

5) Clear, Crisp Easy To Read House Numbers
Don’t start off on the wrong foot with a potential buyer because they
can’t see your house number and are driving up and down the
block to locate your home.
Ensure your address is clear, easy to find and the house number
looks sharp and crisp.
They’re pretty inexpensive if you need to update or if yours are worn
out. It’s worth it!

6) Freshen Your Deck
Make sure your deck is clean and fresh looking.
There are many ways to freshen decks that won’t cost you the bank.
Add some potted flowers or plants. Clean and brighten the patio
furniture.
Restain or wash/clean your deck.

7) Maintain Your Lawn (Lawn Paint?)
Make sure your lawn is trim and green. Sod
can be expensive if your lawn is bare and
brown.
Some areas have a water shortage so it’s
impossible to ‘green’ your lawn.
Consider alternatives. Lawn paint is one.
This new trend is environmentally
friendly/biodegradable and may do the trick.
Google Lawn Paint and you'll find the latest
news on it.

8) Trim Hedges & Keep Your
Landscape Inviting
Keep your hedges trim and your
landscape clear of debris and
overgrowth.
Get the shears out, trim…pull some
weeds and till some dirt.
It’s amazing what fresh tilled dirt and
some trimming/simple landscaping
does to a yard.

9) Add Some Solar Lights & Light
Up The Paths
Many people drive past homes in the evening after
work.
They’re not sure if they’d like to see the home (saw it
online) so they decide to check out the street, the
house and may call to schedule an appointment if
they like what they see.
Make it inviting! Light up your yard and the paths to
your door…it pops and gives it a ‘wow’ factor. And,
they’re pretty inexpensive.
Get your phone ringing with buyers who can’t wait to
see your home!

10) Add Some Character With This
Stone Touch
Brick and stonework can add character and dimension to a
home.
It doesn’t have to be expensive.
See the difference in the photo?…and it’s only a small part of
the home. Take a look and see what options are available.
Go to Fauxpanels.com or other locations for ideas....it's
limitless what you can do with these.

